
USB4 PRO CABLE (1M)
USB4 - USB-C to USB-C cable

REF : LQ-LQ48029

EAN : 8720574620511

EXISTS IN : BLACK

DESCRIPTION :

Connectivity, without Compromises!

Experience Next Gen Speeds with the LINQ USB4 Pro Cable! Designed as the best and fastest (but durable) cable for use

with your external harddrives, the LINQ USB4 cable provides transfer speeds up to 40Gbps. That is 100GB in less then 40

seconds

Or simply connect your USB-C monitor, this cable supports 8K/60Hz video. Cable includes Emark chip for superior data-

transfer stability and safe 240W PD3.1 EPR charging.

Extended connectivity without compromises not only means highest specs available but also makes it #futureproof and is

therefore a more sustainable solution.

#SustainableTechnology

USB 4.0
240W PD \| 40Gbps \| 8K@60Hz

The USB4 technology provides the latest and fastest communication protocols, combined with the integrated e-Marker chip

this means higher efficiency and better bandwidth management for stable, longer and sustained data transfer. Optimized

connectivity for the gear such as External SSD Hard Drives, External Graphic Cards (eGPU), but also Thunderbolt 3&4

devices, USB-C displays and even PD 3.1 EPR chargers that can deliver an incredible 240W Power Delivery to your device.

Cable includes Emark chip for superior data-transfer stability and safe 240W PD3.1 EPR charging.

Next Generation Charging
240W Charging with PD 3.1 EPR

Next Gen charging is on the rise. PD 3.1 with EPR (Extended Power Range) can provide up to 240W power delivery to your

devices when paired with a matching charger. This cable is designed to not only have superior data transfer speeds, but also

to provide superior charging.

Connect your Display over USB-C
Capable up to 8K@60Hz Display



with 8K/60Hz bandwidth, the cable is able to deliver 4x more pixels then 4K. 8K delivers a super-immersive viewing

experience with 2X the horizontal and vertical resolution of 4K, and 4 times as many pixels; and combined with 60Hz refresh

rate enables smooth and sharp viewing of content with high-speed action. 4K@144Hz enables ultra-fast motion UHD images

to be crisp and razor sharp; and sports, action movies, high-performance gaming benefit significantly from these refresh

rates.

Designed with SSD's in Mind
Available in 1m and 30cm Lengths

With stable and secure data transfer in mind, this cable works beautifully with your portable harddrives and especially with

those fast external SSD's. Capable of 40Gbps data speed you ensure the fastest transfer speeds possible between your

device and hard drive.

Durable Braided Fabric Cable

Features a braided, strong yet flexible cable.

Sustainability starts with durability! 

Sustainability
#FutureProof

Committed to impact change with our products.

We believe it is our responsibility to design a positive impact into our products life-cycle.

Starting with the materials used in the creation of the product, but also including the environment of the skillfull assembly

workers that make them, in which material we protect and pack them, how we transport them, and last but certainly not

least how long they can be used.

CHARACTERISTICS :

USB-C to USB-C, including E-Marker Chipset

USB-C data - up to 40 Gbps, USB4.0

USB-C PD charging - PD3.1 EPR up to 240W

USB-C video - up to 8K/60hz

1m/0.3m Cable - Braided

COMPATIBILITY :

USB4 Port , USB4 to USB-C


